Scenes from the AAPD

- Dean Sueda, DDS, Honolulu, with his daughter, Stacie Sueda, who is in residency in Michigan, discuss the latest in esthetic crowns from NuSmile with Alex Martinez in booth No. 405.

- John Hansen, DDS, with EZ-Pedo gets ready to guide a number of attendees through a hands-on opportunity working with the company's pediatric crowns in booth No. 611.

- Leslie Tanimura, DDS, of Antioch Brentwood Pediatric Dentistry, Antioch, Calif., with her twins, Andrew and Avery, 6, gets help with an order from Benjamin Cheng in the Cheng Crowns booth, No. 516.

- Cindy Wittke demonstrates a phase of the Baby Buddy oral health care system (booth No. 925) that progresses with a child's changing needs from birth through age 12 — and beyond.

- Jennifer Swenk with Practicon, in booth No. 306, displays one of the company's brushing puppets.

- Allan Pietrasanta takes an order in the Giggletime Toy Co. booth, No. 630.

- Marty O'Rourke and Brittany Hale with Designs for Vision (booth No. 813) are ready to help you with questions about the company's latest loupes, lights, telescopes — and even a lightweight loupe mounted HD video camera.

- Stephanie Chergi with Brush Up (by Games That Work) demonstrates the tablet based product while Dov Jacobson works the counter in booth No. 742.
Next generation software for next generation pediatric dentistry

MacPractice DDS is the premier dental software developed for Macs. MacPractice integrates into your life and work, interoperating with apps for iPad and iPhone and utilizing newly integrated online services your patients and staff will love, and next generation charting and integrated digital imaging you will love.

Your practice management and clinical software should enable you to run your practice effectively and affordably with confidence.

With Apple’s legendary reliability, ease of use, and minimal onsite maintenance cost, MacPractice features abilities not available in other, older software programs. Quite simply, MacPractice is better software, created, developed and supported by an actual software company with real engineers, programmers and developers. MacPractice is built for the future... your future!

macpractice.com/dds/pediatric-dentistry/  |  (855) 679-0033

WATCH VIDEOS - REGISTER FOR INTRO WEBINAR
Attendees are still talking about Thursday’s triple-venue welcome reception at the EMP Museum, the Space Needle and Chihuly Garden and Glass. (Photo/ Michael Kardas)

Gordon Womack, Jodi Levine, Warren Levine (both with Lips Inc.) and Maureen Womack check out the lip balm samples in booth No. 231.

Maria Segura and Deanna Baluyut, with Dr. Fresh, are handing out samples of the Firefly toothbrush in booth No. 716.

Marilou Navarro, DDS, and her son, Max, 3, check out one of the interactive touchscreen displays in the Kidzpace booth, No. 731.

Benjamin Cheng, Peter Cheng, Ruth Cheng and Craig Morris in the Cheng Crowns booth, No. 516.

Kerrie Kruse with Isolite Systems in booth No. 810 demonstrates the company’s dental isolation technology for several attendees.

Brian Reader and Katlyn Beck with Nanova Biomaterials in booth No. 833 have a various-flavored varnish that lets kids brush just four hours after application.

The Zirlin family from Ardsley, N.Y., Charlie, 9, Daniel, 6, mom Aimee, DDS, and dad David, DMD, just bought a HealthMateForever TENS and Power Muscle Stimulator in booth No. 223.

James Gu shows how to sink a putt to win some candy in the KaVo Kerr Group Dental Alignment Systems booth, No. 233.